Prompted by the late twentieth-century, and still growing, interest in World Dance evidenced by the emergence of this rubric in US college circles (including courses in Dance departments and newly developed academic jobs), bookings in performing venues (including World Dance festivals and shows), the support offered through funding agencies invested in arts and cultures, and the attention devoted by dance critics and scholars, as by dancers and dance lovers, I propose to consider some questions related to the discursive formation of this field. These questions are entangled with ethico-political concerns. What does 'world dance' actually represent at this historical conjuncture? What is the effect of imposing the 'world,' as a qualifying categorization, on 'dance,' as a set of aestheticized movement practices, in the era of so-called globalization? How does this totalizing framing (the 'world') work to supplement and expand the dance field as it fixes differentiations within it? How are dances from 'out there' selected to be included or excluded from 'world dance'? What kinds of institutional investments, technical knowledges, economic interests, aesthetic and ethical assumptions, political arrangements, pleasures and desires participate in the process of worlding Dance?
To world, to globalize [...] dance
Much like Global Culture, World Dance can be subjected to unsettling debates regarding its 'reality' or actual 'existence' out there, beyond academic and marketing arenas. Politically concerned scholars have to wonder also about the field's productive or expressive relationship to late capitalism's socio-economic and political structures. Regardless of the focus or position one might wish to assume, nothing is worlded without the intervention of an agential subject doing the worlding. Worlding amounts to inscribing what was presumed to be uninscribed (Spivak, 1985a: 243) , naturalizing its inclusion in the world of the critic's text, thereby making it a part of a set (a whole) that derives from a privileged position and an all-embracing, proprietary viewpoint. The World is an outside that is taken in as territory and knowledge (Heidegger, 1993) . And though 'worlding' is not unique to one culture or to this time in history, it does seem to coincide with moments of imperialist movement when circumscribing the world is possible and even necessary for the sake of managing populations and identities (Kadir, 2004; Radhakrishnan, 2001 ). Worlding within globalization or as a form of globalizing redoubles the all-encompassing emphasis beyond the metaphorical, deepening the pragmatic repercussions of control and, at the same time, eliciting local reactions that are always steeped in violence.
World Dance is a representation, a relatively new way of putting together, conceptualizing, and validating 'other' dances, rather than a plain discovery of their presence in the world. World Dance institutionalizes into the Dance field an enriching and disruptive flow of 'other' dances and dancers, imposing containment and order by framing some (not all) into the World. World Dance operates through disciplinary techniques that reshape the 'other' dances' presentational and pedagogical forms, along with the beliefs and values associated with them, their circulation and purposes, and the bodies and experiences of those who practice them. In order to get at 'what is World Dance?' one must pass through the theoretical entanglements that characterize discussions on Global Culture (Hall, 1997; Hannerz, 2006; Tagg, 1997; Wallerstein, 1997; Wolff, 1997, among others) concerning Marxist and neo-Marxist, deconstructivist, phenomenological, and 'postmodern' or post-structuralist viewpoints. The substantive make up of World Dance also requires us to address the condition of the 'others' through whom the field is constituted (Abou-El-Haj, 1997). What kinds of differences within or beyond the world of Dance does World Dance allude to and install? Are the 'others' in World Dance at the peripheries or at the metropolitan centers of the 'world-system'? Do they belong to the underdeveloped or developing 'third world' (vis-à-vis a developed 'first world') or to the 'local' in tension with the 'global'? Where 
